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Distributions and Expectations of Order Statistics for 
Possibly Dependent Random Variables 
TOMASZ RYCHLIK 
Polish Academ.v of Sciences, Sopot, Poland 
The class of all possible distribution functions of each order statistic for a sample 
of possibly dependent, identically distributed random variables i characterized. An
effective method of determination of the extreme values for the expectation and 
variance of an arbitrary Borel function of order statistic is presented and applied for 
calculating the moments in the case of uniformly distributed random variables. 
~ 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION, NOTATION, AND RESULTS 
Owing to the significant role of order statistics in the robust and non- 
parametric statistical inference there is a growing interest in investigating 
them under various relaxations of the standard "i.i.d. sample" assumptions 
(see, e.g., Galambos [3],  Leadbetter et al. 1-7], Arnold and Balakrishnan 
[1],  and numerous references given therein). In this note, the behavior of 
a single order statistic is analyzed in the case when the variables remain 
identically distributed, but there are no restrictions imposed on the 
structure of interdependence among them. Theorem 1 provides a simple 
characterization of the class of all possible distribution functions for each 
order statistic based on possibly dependent random variables with a given 
marginal. An alternative useful description in terms of density functions 
is presented in Corollary 1. Theorems 2 and 3, together with Theorem 4, 
allow us to determine the distributions, which yield the extreme values of 
expectation and variance, respectively, for an arbitrary measurable function 
of the order statistic. For some classes of functions, the solutions are 
presented in Section 2. As an example, accurate bounds for moments of 
order statistics based on uniform samples are determined and compared 
with the respective moments in the i.i.d, case. Section 3 contains the proofs. 
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Suppose that X~ ..... X,, are possibly dependent identically distributed 
random variables (i.d.r.v.). For convenience we use the same letter, F, for 
the marginal probability distribution and its distribution function (d.f.). We 
write the mth order statistic as X, ...... m= 1 ..... n, and the class of all 
possible d.f. of X, ..... as 
= ~(F, n, m) = {G: G(t)= P(X, .... <. t), P(Xi~ t) = F(t), 
for all t~R, i= l  ..... n}. 
Throughout he paper we regard the marginal d.f. F and the numbers 
m, n ~ ~, m ~< n, arbitrarily chosen but fixed. With notation 
T(t) = min{max{0, t}, 1}, (1) 
T(nF( t ) -m+ 1), (2) 
L ( t )= \ nTm+ ~ 
R(t)= T(nF( t ) )  (3) 
we have 
THEOREM 1. A function G is an element of .~(F, n, m) iff the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(VtE•) L(t)<~G(t)<~R(t), (4) 
(Vt <s)  O<~G(s)-G(t)<~n[F(s)-F(t)].  (5) 
Remark 1. In the proof we construct identically F-distributed r.v. 
X~ ..... X,, such that X, ..... has the given d.f. G satisfying (4) and (5). 
Remark 2. Observe that L and R belong to ~ and they are its extreme 
elements with respect to the stochastic ordering. Those stochastically 
smallest and largest distributions were described in Lai and Robbins [5] 
for m = n and in Rychlik [9-1 for the other m. Their asymptotic properties 
were investigated in Lai and Robbins [6] and in Rychlik [10-1. Moreover, 
Lai and Robbins [5] and Tchen [11 ] constructed the stochastically argest 
maximum X ..... for the case of non-equal marginals. 
By (5) all distributions of order statistics are absolutely continuous with 
respect to the parent d.f .F.  It will be convenient o use alternatively 
another characterization by the class of all possible density functions 
~=~(F ,n ,m)= g=--~:Gef~(F ,n ,m)  . 
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COROLLARY 1. A function g is an element of ~(F, n, m) iff 
0<~ g<<.n F-ahnost surely (F-a.s.) (6) 
and its indefinite integral G(t)= ~' .~ g(s) F(ds) satisfies (4). 
Our objective is now to find 
sup Ef (X  ...... )=sup f fdG=sup f fgdF ,  (7) 
G6~ gEC j  d ,1 
for an arbitrary F-integrable Borel function f as well as 
f supVar J ' (X  ...... )=sup J ' -  fdG dG=sup inf ( f - c )ZgdF  (8) 
and inf Var f (X  ...... ) under the condition that fbe  F-square integrable. Here 
and later on the extremes of expectation and variance are taken over all 
sequences of possibly dependent F-distributed r.v. and the integrals are 
defined on R. Note that S [fl dF< oo and (6) give 
sup E If(X, ..... )l ~ nE I.f(XI )l < oo for all m and n. (9) 
In Theorems 2 and 3 we show that in order to solve problems (7) and 
(8) it suffices to consider only the extreme points of ~(F ,  n, m), i.e., 
the density functions which cannot be represented as proper convex 
combinations of two distinct elements of c~. 
THEOREM 2. For eveo, F-integrable fimction f the expectation functional 
g ~ Sfg dF, g e ~(F, n, m), has finite minimum and maxhnum and it attains 
them at extreme points of 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let S./"2 dF < c~. Then the extreme values of the variance 
functional g --* ~ ( f -  Sfg dF) 2 g dr, g E ~(F, n, m), are .finite and they are 
attained at extreme points of ~. 
We describe the extreme points in Theorem 4 below. To this end we 
introduce first the following notation. Let ge~(F ,  n, m) and G be its d.f. 
Put 
p(t) = min{ G(t ) -  L(t), R ( t ) -  G(t), G(t- ) -  L(t-  ), R(t- ) -  G(t- )} 
= lim inf min { G(s ) -  L(s), R (s ) -  G(s) }. 
For simplicity we ignore in the notation the dependence of p on G. 
Obviously, p is nonnegative and lower semicontinuous. Therefore { p > 0} 
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is an open, possibly empty subset of •, i.e., it consists of at most countably 
many disjoint open intervals, say (ai, bj), j e8  ~ ~. We now denote by I~ 
the interval with the end-points aj and hi, which contains aJ iff L(aj) < 
G(aj) < R(aj) and/or it contains bj iff L(b F ) < G(b F ) < R(b F ). We write 
finally Aj for lj n {0 < g < n }, j~  8. We are now in a position to formulate 
THEOREM 4. A density function g is an extreme point of ~(F, n, m) iff 
for a l l j~  
F(,,/j) > 0 ~ (3t e Aj) F({t}) = F(,4j). 
An informal way of stating Theorem 4 is as follows: Let p(t) be the 
distance of G from the bounds (2) and (3) at the point r Let Ij, je,D, 
denote the intervals in which G runs through the interior of the admissible 
region (4). We say that g is extreme in .~ iff g equals either 0 or n except 
of at most a single atom of the dominating measure F on every interval j, 
j e J .  
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that F is continuous. Then g is an extreme point 
of ~(F ,n ,m)  iff it equals either 0 or n on {L <G<R} F-a.s. 
Remark 3. Observe that the problem of finding the extremes of expec- 
tation may be formulated in terms of optimal control theory. Indeed, our 
goal is to find a bounded measurable control function g: ~ ~ [0, n] so as 
to maximize the prize functional Sfg dF, where the state variable G, being 
determined by the differential equation dG/dF= g, must satisfy the phase 
contraints L ~< G ~< R. In the case of absolutely continuous measure F the 
application of Pontryagin's maximum principle yields the result coinciding 
with the conclusion of Corollary 2 (cf. loffe and Tihomirov [4, Sect. 5.2]). 
We see that the conclusion still holds true if one replaces the Lebesgue 
measure by another continuous one, whereas otherwise the solution may 
need modifications at some jump points of F in order to satisfy the phase 
constraints. 
2. APPLICATIONS 
The above results provide effective methods for calculating accurate 
bounds for the expectation and variance of any specified measurable 
function of an order statistic. Being confined to the simple class of extreme 
points one can easily find the form of solution for the given problem. Then 
the precise description of the solution may pose only numerical problems. 
Below we state without proofs three corollaries, which describe the bounds 
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in a general setup. For the sake of simplicity we assume that F is continous 
and write I A for the indicator function of .4. 
COROLLARY 3. Let f be nondecreasing and put a=F- l ( (m- -1 ) /n ) ,  
b = F l(m/n). Then 
(a) min Ef( X,,,:,,) = S f dR = (n/m ) Sh ~ f dF, 
(b) maxEf(X ..... ) = S f dL = (n/(n -- m + l ) ) ~ + ~ f dr. 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose that the distribution is symmetrical about zero 
and f is even and nondecreasing on [0, + oo ). 
(a) Then, with the notation M = max{m, n-m + 1 }, a = F -~(M/(2M- I  )) 
and b = F - I ( M/n ) we have 
min E f (X  ...... )= f fg ,  dF= 2n f~ f dF + M f~ f dF, 
where g ,  must have one of the forms 
n 
g,=nI  t . . . .  j+~l l~ .b  ~, if M=m,  
n 
g,=n lF  ,.~3 +~ Ii-b. -ul, otherwise. 
(b) With the notation I~=m(n-m+ 1)/(n(n+ 1)) anda=F- I (1  - t~) 
we have 




g* =- -  I~ _~. -~I + I~. +~1" 
m n-m+l  
COROLLARY 5. Let f be continuous and monotone. 
(a) Then 
Varf(Xm:n) = ['f2g** dF-  Ff(a) min +f(c)]2/4, 
,1 
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where g** must have one of the forms 
n 
g** n - -m+ 1 I~"'h~+nlfh"] 
for a = F - l (m--nl) <~ b < F -  l (m)  <~ c, 
I1 
g** = nits. ~1 + n~ IIh' ,.i 
and the other two parameters are determined by the equations 
f g** dF= 1, 
2 f fg ,  dF=f(a)  +f(c). 
(b) Moreover, 
max Var f (X  ..... )= f f2g**dF- ( f  fg** dF) z 
=nf"  fZdF  + n f f~f2  dF_[ f (a)+f(b) ]2 /4 ,  
_~ n -m+ l 
where 
tl n 
g**  =- -  Ic ~., , ,  + I,b 
m n- -m+l  "+~) 
and a < b are deterlnined by 
f I1 g** dF=nF(a)-~ [1 - F(b)] = 1, 
m n-m+l  
2 f fg** dF=f(a)  +f(b). 
Remark 4. To obtain the solutions for discontinuous F it suffices to 
modify the densities presented above merely at their discontinuity points. 
As an illustration we find lower and upper bounds for the first and 
second moments and for the variance of order statistics based on a sample 
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of dependent r.v. uniformly distributed on [ -1 ,  1] in Examples 1, 2, 
and 3, respectively. We recall also the respective moments of Y, ..... for Yi, 
i=  1 ..... n, being i.i.d, with the same marginal (cf., e.g., Arnold and 
Balakrishnan [1, p. 74]) and compare them with the bounds. 
EXAMPLE 1. Expectation. By Corollary 3, 
m 
min EX ..... =- - -  1, 
n 
m-1 
max EX, , : ,  = 
n 
and for the i.i.d, case 
m 
EY =2- - -  1. 
n+l  
EXAMPLE 2. Second moment. In the notation of Corollary 4 we have 
E( )3 ] minEX 2 n 2M 1 +(2M-1) -2  
...... 6M n 
max EX2:, ,  = 1 - 2/~ + 4/a2/3. 
n 2 EY ..... = I -4  
n+2 #' 
All these functions are increasing in Im- (n+ I)/21. Asymptotically, the 
second moments may range between 0 and 7 for the sample median and 
between ~ and 1 for the sample extremes. In the independent case the 
second moments of the sample median approach zero 1.5 times slower than 
min EX~,/2]+I:,, and the second moments of the sample extremes tend to 
one two t~mes lower than respective maxima. 
EXAMPLE 3. Variance. Set ct = n/m,  fl = n / (n  - m + 1), and 
7 = 2~In + 1 - 2ml. Then Corollary 5 yields 
1 --2 min Var X,,:, = ~n , (10) 
max Var X,,:, 
7+ ½n-'  + hn-2 ' fo r  m=(n+l ) /2 ,  





4m(n - m + 1 ) 
Var Y ...... - (n+ 1) z (n+2)" (12) 
Relation(10) extends Theorem l(ii) of Lai and Robbins [6] for all 
m = 1 ..... n. Observe that the variances of the ruth greatest and smallest 
order statistics (for m fixed and n ~ oo) vanish approximately 12m times 
slower in the i.i.d, case than the lower bound (10), whereas for the inter- 
mediate and central order statistics (10) and (12) converge to zero at 
different rates. 
The maximal variance (11) increases in I ra -  (n+ 1)/21 and ranges 
asymptotically from 7 for the sample median to 65-(3- x/~) for the sample 
extremes. Accordingly, it is 1.75-1.91 times as large as the variance 
VarZ  ..... = VarZ~ = ] in the case of all identical r.v. Z i=Z t, i~ I~, with 
the same marginal d.f. 
3. PROOFS 
Proof of  Theorem 1. (=~) Condition (4) was shown in Rychlik [9]. 
The proof is short and we sketch it here for the sake of completeness. Since 
the empirical d.f. is an unbiased estimator of F, i.e., ~;'= ~ P(Xi: . <~ t )= 
nF(t), after some elementary algebra one can obtain 
P(X, ..... <<,t) 
I m-  1 
1 nF( t ) -m+l+ ~ P(X~:,,>t) 
n -m+l  i=1  
i=m+ I 
=--  nF( t ) -  P(X~:,,~<t<X ..... ) -  P(X~:,,<-..t 
m i=1 i=m+l  
and so (4) holds. To conclude (5) we note that 
n 
G(s) -G( t )=P( t<X .... <~s)<~ P( t<Xi=Xm: .<.s  ) 
i=1  
<~ n[r (s )  - r(t) ] .  
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( ~ ) The proof is constructive. Suppose that G satisfies (4) and (5). 
First, we put (cf. (1)) 
Gl= T(  nF(t) -G(t) -m+ 1.) 
l i  - -  111 
r (,iT(t) - a(t)  
a2= \ mZ' f  )" 
if m=l  ..... n - l ,  
if m=2 ..... n. 
By (5), function nF-G is nondecreasing and right continuous, and in 
consequence the same applies to G~ and Gz. Since moreover G i ( -  ~)= 0 
and G i (+ ~)= 1, i=  1, 2, we see that G~ and G2 are d.f. Applying (4) one 
verifies that G~ ~< G ~< G2. For the generalized inverses defined by 
G l ( t )= in f{s :G(s )>~t} 
we obtain the reversed inequalities G,_ ~ ~<G -~ ~<G( ~. Let us now 
introduce two functions: F: [0, 1 ] --. ~" with the coordinates 
f G~ l for i=  1 ..... m-  1, 
F~=IG-I for i=m, 
Gt -~ for i=m+l  ..... n 
and a: •" ~ R" defined by 
a(tl  ..... t , )=( t2  ..... t,, t,). 
We write a j for the j-fold composit ion of tr and a ° for the identity. Suppose 
finally that U and J are independent r.v. uniformly distributed on the inter- 
val I-0, 1 ] and the subset of integers {0 ..... n -  1 }, respectively. We claim 
that (Xi ..... X,)  = aJ(F(U)) has i.d. components Xi with a common 
marginal F and X, .... has the d.f.G. Indeed, we see that (XI ........ X,,:,,)= 
F(U) and in particular X ..... = G-I(U) has the distribution G. To end the 
proof we note that for all i = 1 ..... n 
P(Xi <~ t) = ! [(m - 1) P(Xi = G~ '(U) <~ t) + P(Xi = G -'(U) <. t) 
+(n-m)P(Xi=G[~(U)<~t)]=F(t). | 
Proof of Theorem 2. We start with the observation that it suffices to 
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consider the case of maximum only. The supremum is finite by (9). By 
Corollary 2, we can write 
f 
= ~g ~ L ~ II g - n/2[I ~_ ~< n/2, 
L(t)<~ f I,_ ~.,lgdF<~ R(t) for all t ~1~}, 
where L ~- =L~([~, M(R), F) denotes the Banach space of F-essentially 
bounded functions with the norm [I glf ~_ = F-esssup Igl. Thus, _~ is bounded 
in the norm topology and closed in LLtopology of L ~-, which is the 
weakest topology in which every linear functional g ~ S fg dF, 
f eL~(R,~([~), F), is continuous. By the Alaoglu theorem (cf. Dunford 
and Schwartz [2, p. 424, Corollary 3]), ~ is an Ll-compact subset of L ~. 
This implies that ~ has extreme points (Dunford and Schwartz [2, p. 439, 
Lemma 2 ] ). For each f ~ L l, 
f=  g* ~ ~" fg* dF = sup fg dF 
g ~ .9" 
is nonempty and L'-compact and has extreme points. Moreover, @* is an 
f 
extreme subset of @, i.e., ~ has the property: eg ,+(1-e )  g2s~7 for 
any g,, g2 eNf and cce (0, 1), implies that g,, g2s~7.  Since for a given set 
every extreme point of its extreme subset is also an extreme point for the 
set itself, the theorem follows. I 
Proof of Theorem 3. Observe that the variance functional is bounded, 
L'-continuous, and concave. The subset of densities, for which the infimum 
of variance over ~ is attained, is therefore nonempty, compact, and 
extreme for ~. Applying the arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2 we 
conclude that the variance attains the minimum at an extreme point of N. 
On the other hand, consider the function v(g, c)= ~ ( f - c )Zg  dF defined 
on the product ~x.[infEf(X,,,:,,), sup El(X,,,:,,)]. Note that v is a linear 
LLcontinuous function of g and a convex continuous function of c and its 
domain is compact. Applying the minimax theorem for general spaces of 
strategies (see, e.g., Nikaid6 [8]) we obtain 
max Varf(X,,,:,,)= max min v(g, c)= rain max v(g, c). 
g c c g 
By Theorem 2, for each c there exists an extreme point, say g(c), of 
satisfying v(g(c), c)=maxg v(g, c). This ends the proof. I 
Proof of Theorem 4. ( ~ ) Suppose, by contradiction, that for g ~ 
there exists Aj satisfying F( {t } ) < F(Aj) for all t ~ Aj. We construct gl, g,_ e ..@ 
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such that gl 4: g,_ and l i(gl + g2) = g. Since F(Aj)=sup{F([a, b] c~ 
{0< g<n}) :  l-a,b] ~_Ij} there exist an interval [a0, bo] c_Ij, positive 
numbers e, 61, and 6z, and two disjoint sets B 1, B2 c [ao, bo] n 
{e<~g<~n-e} such that F(B~)= 6i, i= l, 2. Furthermore, set 
po(t)  = lim inf min{ G(s) - L(s),  R(s)  - G(s)}  
s~t  
for t, se [ao, bo]. 
This function is positive by definition of lj and lower semicontinuous. Let 
7 > 0 denote its minimum on [ao, bo]. Summing up, we obtain 
L+v<~G<<.R-), on [ao, bo) 
and 
e<~g<~n-e on BluB2c_[ao, bo]. 
Taking 
gl  = g + C ~2IBI -- C ¢~| IB2, 
g2 = g - c 62IBi -t- c 611B2 
for 0 < c ~< min { e 6i, 7 }/(6~ 6,_) yields the desired conclusion. 
(¢=) Suppose that g=ctgt+(1-ct)g 2 for some g j ,g2~ and 
~ (0, 1). We show that g~ = g2 F-a.s. Observe first that, by (6), g i= g 
F-a.s., i= 1, 2, on {g=0} and {g=n}.  Let us denote by Gi the d.f. of g~, 
i= 1, 2. By (4), G(t)=L(t) or R(t) yields Gi(t)=G(t), i=  1, 2, and the 
same applies to the left-hand limits. This, together with the definition of Ij, 
implies that G~(Ij)= G(Ij) and Gi(Aj)= G(Ai) for all j e$ .  Thus it remains 
to verify that g~ = g F-a.s. on every A j, j ~,~, which by assumption reduces 
to g i ( t )  = g(t) for t ~ Aj such that F({t}) = F(Aj) > 0. As g~(t) = 
G(Aj)/F({t})= g(t), Theorem 4 follows. | 
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